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The Game Plan: Your Guide to Mental Toughness at WorkCapstone, 2006

	"Steve Bull is a true expert in his field. Anyone interested in winning will profit from his experience and knowledge."

	—Andrew 'Freddie' Flintoff


	"Steve Bull’s ideas and techniques will equip anyone in business with a game plan for acquiring the winning edge."

	—From the...
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Active Directory Infrastructure: How to Cheat at Designing a Windows Server 2003Syngress Publishing, 2006
Before the design of any system implementation may commence, first one must assess the
environment into which that system is to be deployed.This argument holds true especially for
Active Directory (AD). Active Directory has the potential to affect every facet of your IT
infrastructure and every team involved with IT, even in the...
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Cloud Computing and Software Services: Theory and TechniquesCRC Press, 2010

	Thanks to its inherent resilience to failure and the increasing availability of open-source cloud infrastructure software and virtualization software stacks, services delivered from the cloud have expanded past web applications to include storage, raw computing, and access to specialized services. The possibility of satisfying maintenance and...
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Positive Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2020

	Consider a scientific scholarship that is as invested in promoting

	happiness, wellbeing, strength and resilience as much as it is

	concerned in alleviating stress and distress. A science that

	explores what makes a good life, and disseminates concepts,

	research findings and interventions that can help us flourish

	and grow. This...
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Structural Failure Models for Fault-Tolerant Distributed Computing (Software Engineering Research)Vieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Despite means of fault prevention such as extensive testing or formal verification,
	errors inevitably occur during system operation. To avoid subsequent system failures,
	critical distributed systems, therefore, require engineering of means for fault
	tolerance. Achieving fault tolerance requires some redundancy, which, unfortunately,...
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Textbook of Disaster Psychiatry (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2007

	This is the first textbook to focus specifically on disaster psychiatry. It brings together international experts to provide a comprehensive review of the psychological, biological and social responses to disaster, describing evidence-based clinical and service-led interventions to meet mental health needs and foster resilience and recovery....
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Building Microservices with GoPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		This short, concise, and practical guide is packed with real-world examples of building microservices with Go
	
		It is easy to read and will benefit smaller teams who want to extend the functionality of their existing systems
	
		Using this practical approach will save your money in...
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Microservices: Flexible Software ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2016

	The Most Complete, Practical, and Actionable Guide to Microservices


	 


	Going beyond mere theory and marketing hype, Eberhard Wolff presents all the knowledge you need to capture the full benefits of this emerging paradigm. He illuminates...
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Managing Employee Well-being and Resilience for Innovation: Evidence from Knowledge-intensive Service IndustriesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book employs a multidisciplinary and multi-level perspective to understand how well-being and resilience can influence innovation in knowledge-intensive contexts. Building on the authors’ work in the areas of innovation management, human resource management and the psychological aspects of employee well-being, rich...
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Windows 10 Troubleshooting (Windows Troubleshooting Series)Apress, 2016

	
		Learn how to troubleshoot Windows 10 the way the experts do, whatever device or form-factor you’re using. Focus on the problems that most commonly plague PC users and fix each one with a step-by-step approach that helps you understand the cause, the solution, and the tools required. Discover the connections between the...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Patterns in Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2006
Our fascination with new technologies is based on the assumption that more powerful automation will overcome human limitations and make our systems 'faster, better, cheaper,' resulting in simple, easy tasks for people. But how does new technology and more powerful automation change our work?  Research in Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) looks at...
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Risk Management Solutions for Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 IT ComplianceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	This book is about expanding Internet business risk management strategies
	into resilience such as software diversity; into financial risk transfer instruments
	such as insurance policies, catastrophe bonds, performance bonds, and
	self-insurance as in Basel II; and into reputation systems.


	Traditional Internet performance and...
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